HRSC MINUTES

October 24, 2007
Meeting bought to order @ 8:26 pm
Jim Kemp led the pledge of allegiance.
Minutes
• Thanks to Carl Spidell and John Barrington for the food. The broccoli was
wonderful,
• So were the steaks.
• Kudos to Al Ortiz for such a fine wine tasting event. Al you really did a
wonderful job.
• Membership night could have went better. Thanks to Jon Stott for bringing in
Marty Jones as a new member.
• Jon Stott for Garments, Hats and Shirts. They should be ready before the Golf
Tournament.
• Geoff Graue regarding the Holiday party. We are confirmed at St. Catherine’s
“the Greek Orthodox church”. Thanks Mike Danner for the help in arranging the
deal. Geoff was able to keep the Holiday meal within the budget. Everything will
be as usual with a stage for the band, good food and drinks stay tuned Sportsmen.
Friends and neighbors are welcome; please talk this up for a great turnout. Geoff
graue to bring a signup sheet for next meeting.
• Don Young and Mark Van Norman headed the discussion of the budget. Jim
Kemp asked why the interest is so high. With The timing with the cd renewal and
the fact that the correct interest wasn’t reported last year. This year’s figure of
$800 is more realistic.
• Jim also asked why a deficit under surplus, run over from the benevolent from last
year. Carries into this year. Bank charges of 25- are proposed and not actual.
Garment expenditure for hats expense for prospective new members.
• According to Don Young, we are a 501c3 corp. Mike Danner was concerned.
• Dave Sergeant moved to pass the budget, all second’ the motion.
• Thank you Mark Van Norman and Donald Young Jr. for doing such a fine job on
the budget and making us legitimate.
• Mark Hammered membership for the dues.
• Jeff Wells spoke of the First annual HRSC Golf tournament to beheld 1/12/2008
at the Manhattan Beach Marriott. Need as many member to join as possible. Tee
signs available. $40- per head. Jon Stott collected the Steak money at $6- per
head.

